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Abstract  

The space domain demands increased performance, 
reliable and easy to verify and validate platforms to 
match the requirements of highly autonomous 
missions and systems that need to undergo 
qualification and certification against safety 
guidelines, and be commercialized worldwide 
minimizing export restrictions. Unfortunately, 
commercial platforms either fail to match domain-
specific requirements for space (e.g. safety 
requirements), are limited by US export regulations, 
or simply fail both sets of requirements.  

This paper introduces De-RISC, a novel HW/SW 
platform meeting space requirements for safety- and 
mission-critical applications by construction, with 
explicit support to ease performance validation and 
diagnosis, and based on the RISC-V instruction set 
architecture. The De-RISC platform, which builds 
upon fentISS’ XtratuM hypervisor and a Cobham 
Gaisler (CG) NOEL-V based MPSoC, will reach 
commercial maturity in 2022, and will be assessed 
against a space use case.  
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1   Introduction 

Space market requirements for safety- and mission-critical 

applications increase in several directions: (1) higher 

performance is needed to support increasing autonomy of 

spacecraft; (2) safety features need to hold in the context of 

multicores and mixed criticality; (3) high reliability must be 

achieved without jeopardizing performance; (4) 

performance validation and runtime diagnosis must be 

attainable in multicore SoCs; and (5) export restrictions 
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must be minimized to enable commercialization and wide 

adoption of the technology. 

Most of those requirements – namely 2, 3 and 4 – relate to 

the adoption of multicore processors in the space domain to 

reach the desired performance levels (requirement 1), 

whereas some others – namely 2 and 5 – relate to 

commercial reasons such as enabling the integration of 

software from different providers safely and allowing 

adoption and integration by avoiding proprietary IP and 

closed standards.  

Existing technology fails to achieve some of those 

requirements. In particular, as detailed later, existing 

commercial platforms, including hypervisors and systems 

on chip (SoCs), do not match some of the aforementioned 

requirements: they are often single-core platforms, fail to 

match space requirements related to safety and/or 

reliability, provide limited support for performance 

validation and runtime diagnosis, and build upon 

proprietary Instruction Set Architectures (ISAs), such as 

x86 and Arm, which pose export restrictions. In this 

context, a need for a new platform meeting the 5 key 

requirements described before emerges.  

This paper presents De-RISC, a new HW/SW platform for 

the space domain meeting those 5 requirements by 

construction. The cornerstone of De-RISC is the 

combination of powerful commercial products for the space 

domain (XtratuM hypervisor from fentISS and NOEL-V 

MPSoC from Cobham Gaisler) with an increasingly 

popular and non-proprietary ISA (RISC-V). Such brand 

new platform, which inherits technology developed and 

validated for SPARC during decades, is further enhanced 

with explicit hardware support for time predictability and 

performance validation building on the developments and 

experience provided by a key space and avionics end user 

(Thales) and a technology provider with a long track of 

experience in the space domain (Barcelona 

Supercomputing Center, BSC).  
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The De-RISC platform, which stands for Dependable Real-

time Infrastructure for Safety-critical Computer Systems, is 

expected to be fully developed and integrated by early 

2021, go through extensive validation at functional, 

reliability and performance levels during 2021, and be 

ready for commercialization in early 2022 building upon 

appropriate FPGAs. The ASIC version is expected to arrive 

soon after that. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

provides some state of the art of existing space technology 

and RISC-V developments. Section 3 introduces the 

XtratuM hypervisor part of De-RISC. Section 4 introduces 

the NOEL-V based multicore SoC part of De-RISC. 

Section 5 describes the extended hardware support for time 

predictability and performance validation. Section 6 

presents the use case which will be used to perform the 

final platform validation. Finally, Section 7 concludes this 

work. 

2   State of the art 

In this section we review the state of the art on hypervisors 

for the space domain, space-grade microprocessors, and 

RISC-V based processors. 

2.1   Space-grade hypervisors 

Although hypervisors are used in some conventional Space 

missions, ‘NewSpace’ is bringing new opportunities to 

hypervisors in the space domain. Constraints in size, 

weight, cost, and power consumption are not so stringent in 

conventional space missions. A conventional satellite can 

easily weight a few tonnes and require enough budget to be 

built up from scratch. In comparison, typical satellites of 

NewSpace weight less than 200 Kg, but they are deployed 

in large quantities of tens to even thousands of satellites per 

mission [15]. 

European hypervisors for space. (1) XtratuM, provided 

by fentISS, is the hypervisor with the highest presence in 

the space domain at European level. It is already orbiting in 

seventy six satellites of three different missions and it is 

already selected for use in several conventional missions 

and new space missions over the next five years. XtratuM 

is designed to guarantee temporal and spatial isolation of 

safety-critical systems, thus enabling the development of 

cost-effective solutions requiring mixed-criticality systems. 

(2) Air, a hypervisor by GMV-Portugal, has been tested in 

2 projects to demonstrate feasibility and performance in 

monocore and multicore platforms [9] and it is foreseen to 

flight in the framework of the INFANTE project. Other 

products implementing time and space partitioning, such as 

(3) PikeOS by Sysgo [2], made some steps to be present in 

space missions. 

Worldwide hypervisors for space. (4) LynxSecure by 

Lynx Software Technologies (US) is a separation kernel 

hypervisor designed for safety and security critical 

applications. (5) Wind River Hypervisor (US) is a type 1 

embedded hypervisor with a very small footprint, minimal 

latency, deterministic capabilities, and optimizations for 

maximum performance. Its safe and secure partitioning 

capability is designed to isolate and separate applications of 

mixed levels of criticality and decouple the life cycle of 

certified and non-certified applications to mitigate 

recertification costs in safety-critical systems. Despite of 

not being a hypervisor, Green Hills (US) has (6) 

INTEGRITY, a RTOS designed to meet requirements for 

security, reliability, and performance. 

2.2   Space-grade microprocessors 

State-of-the-art Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) devices 

can be included in experimental LEO missions and mega-

constellations, where availability of a single spacecraft is 

less critical than for a science space mission using only one 

spacecraft. These devices are, however, not suitable for 

most deep space missions, as opposed to De-RISC 

architecture, which will be tailored for space-grade FPGAs 

in a first iteration, and to a hardened ASIC in a second 

stage.  

European devices. There exist several European space-

qualified microprocessors today, the majority of them 

SPARC-based: (1) ATMEL ERC32 was the first European 

32-bit space microprocessor. (2) ATMEL AT697F consists 

of a LEON2FT processor with UART, PCI and simple 

GPIO interfaces. However, avionics systems typically 

require additional interfaces (e.g. SpaceWire and MIL-

STD-1553B). (3) Cobham Gaisler’s GR712RC is a dual-

core LEON3FT processor [4] that provides additional 

interfaces used in spacecraft avionics compared to the 

AT697F. (4) Cobham Gaisler’s GR740 is the most recent 

and most powerful LEON4FT processor [5], and provides 

further external interfaces for larger and higher bandwidth 

memory using existing space-grade memory devices.  

Worldwide devices. BAE Systems (US) offers the 

RAD750 and RAD5545 devices, and DDC/Maxwell (US) 

the SCS750 board. They are based on the PowerPC ISA, a 

proprietary ISA. One particular mission that was forced to 

use US components due to lack of a European alternative 

was GAIA (Global Astrometric Interferometer for 

Astrophysics, ESA mission for space observation). Studies 

have now shown that the GR740 provides enough 

performance to replace the PowerPC processors in the 

GAIA application [6]. The De-RISC hardware platform 

builds on technology and lessons learned from the GR740 

and delivers even higher performance. 

Currently, there are several microprocessors under 

development by the NASA, Boeing Corporation, H2020 

DAHLIA, and Ramon Chips. Those developments are at 

different maturity levels, and thus their final performance is 

unknown. However, a commonality for all of them is that 

they build upon proprietary ISAs (e.g. Arm). 

2.3   RISC-V cores and microprocessors 

The openness of RISC-V has led to a number of institutions 

developing cores and SoCs based on RISC-V. Only in the 

RISC-V International website there are already 56 cores 

and 30 SoCs announced [12]. SiFive, UC Berkeley, Andes, 

CloudBEAR, Codasip, Microchip, and ETH Zurich/U. 

Bologna are among the most active suppliers, with SoCs 

and cores such as those based on Rocket (SiFive and UC 
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Berkeley), E76-MC (SiFive), and Ariane and PULPino 

(ETH Zurich and U. Bologna) being highly popular due to 

the already long record of activity of their suppliers in the 

field of RISC-V designs.  

However, a common trade across all those designs is that 

they are not specifically devised for critical real-time 

systems, which impose strong requirements in terms of 

functional safety and robustness. In particular, SiFive’s 

E76-MC is the embedded processor closest to the needs of 

safety-critical systems, but still misses many features such 

as support for domain-specific interfaces, watchdogs, and 

the like [13]. 

Also, none of them targets the space domain, which poses 

additional reliability requirements due to the high radiation 

levels and the impossibility to perform any recall in space. 

Therefore, those designs would need deep modifications to 

make them amenable for space applications. 

3   RISC-V compliant XtratuM hypervisor 

On the software side, as part of De-RISC, the XtratuM 

Next Generation (XNG) hypervisor [8] will be ported to the 

hardware RISC-V architecture and the required run-time 

systems, in particular the ARINC-653 compatible LithOS 

run-time by fentISS, will be ported on top of the RISC-V 

XtratuM. The hypervisor will be extended to support the 

multicore configuration of the De-RISC hardware platform 

avoiding time interference when using shared resources by 

means of the mechanisms provided by the hardware. 

XNG is a complete rewrite of the XtratuM hypervisor that 

builds on the accumulated expertise after working for more 

than 12 years in the development of the XtratuM variants. 

Its building blocks provide the services needed by safety-

critical systems such as partition management, support for 

system and non-system partitions, resource virtualization, 

temporal partitioning based on a cyclic scheduling policy, 

spatial partitioning based on the support provided by the 

hardware, inter-partition communication through sampling 

and queuing ARINC-653 like ports, the XtratuM 

configuration (XCF, a set of XML files), the health 

monitoring service (which detects faults in the hardware 

and in XNG itself) and observability of the system. 

Figure 1 shows a typical configuration with XtratuM 

running on top of the hardware platform developed in De-

RISC: the block diagram illustrates a XtratuM-based 

system architecture with a first partition (1) containing a 

bare XtratuM Run-time Environment (XRE) with an 

application and two partitions (2 & 3) containing their 

corresponding OSs and their corresponding applications. 

XRE is a C library component provided with XtratuM for 

simplifying the interaction of the application code with the 

low-level management required by the Partition Virtual 

Execution Environment (PVEE). 

LithOS is a para-virtualised guest operating system which 

uses the services provided by XtratuM to offer an ARINC-

653 APEX to the applications. While XtratuM provides the 

partitioning and inter-partition communication 

mechanisms, LithOS builds on top of them to provide a 

complete run-time solution by including processes, inter-

process communication, synchronization mechanisms, error 

handling and the rest of functions expected from an 

ARINC-653 compliant run-time. 

Figure 1.   XtratuM running on top of the De-RISC hardware 

platform 

Development and debugging tools will also be available as 

in any XtratuM distribution. This comprises Xoncrete 

Scheduling Tool (to analyse system schedulability and 

produce static feasible schedules), xcparser (to translate a 

XtratuM XML configuration to binary code), xci (to 

interpret the content of the hypervisor data memory through 

the hypervisor observability symbols) and xcon (to observe 

the memory area of the hypervisor console). 

The XNG and LithOS porting will be carried out following 

the ECSS development process to provide the essential 

elements for a space qualification at ECSS level B. This 

will make the hypervisor ready for the aerospace market 

right after the project completion. 

4   RISC-V based NOEL-V multicore SoC 

The De-RISC SoC architecture topology is shown in Figure 

2 and shows an architecture that has similar traits to what is 

available in the commercial domain. General-purpose 

processing capabilities are provided by the GPP elements, 

each one constituting a multicore processor system in itself.  

Figure 2.   De-RISC MPSoC architecture topology 
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Depending on target technology and foreseen application 

needs, a trade-off can be performed between the number of 

GPP elements and the number of processor cores within 

each element. The current baseline De-RISC design has 

four general purpose processor cores per GPP element. 

The GPP elements are connected to the larger system 

through a dedicated Level-2 cache. The Level-2 cache 

connects to a high-speed interconnect that also connects an 

IO subsystem, Accelerator subsystem and finally a Level-3 

cache that in turn connects a Memory subsystem. 

The MPSoC has been designed with fault-tolerance 

concepts applied in the same way as for the LEON line of 

processors. Several other RISC-V implementations take a 

“data center” approach to fault-tolerance where errors in 

computations are detected and software then rolls back the 

computation. In some cases the error detection can take 

thousands of clock cycles, with a resulting timing jitter in 

software execution and possibility of propagating bad state 

to other parts of the system. The approach taken in LEON 

systems is to allow seamless correct operation in the 

presence of faults. Correct operation is maintained by 

correcting errors on the fly. In the event of uncorrectable 

errors, execution is immediately stopped, and corrupted 

state is never allowed to propagate outside of the 

component. This approach is taken both for the NOEL-V 

processor cores and for the on-chip peripherals in the 

design.  

4.1   NOEL-V RV64 processor core 

The NOEL-V is a synthesizable VHDL model of a 64-bit 

processor that implements the RISC-V architecture. The 

processor is the first released model in Cobham Gaisler's 

RISC-V line of processors that complement the LEON line 

of processors. 

The NOEL-V is dual-issue, allowing up to two instructions 

per cycle to be executed in parallel. To support the 

instruction issue rate of the pipeline, the NOEL-V has 

advanced branch prediction capabilities. The cache 

controller of the NOEL-V supports a store buffer FIFO 

with one cycle per store sustained throughput, and wide 

AHB data width support to enable fast stores and fast cache 

refill. 

The NOEL-V is interfaced using the AMBA 2.0 AHB bus 

(subsystem with Level-2 cache and AXI4 backend is also 

available) and supports the IP core plug&play method 

provided in the Cobham Gaisler IP library (GRLIB). The 

processor can be efficiently implemented on FPGA and 

ASIC technologies and uses standard synchronous memory 

cells for caches and register file. 

The processor model is available as part of the GRLIB IP 

Library. The GRLIB IP Library is an integrated set of 

reusable IP cores, designed for SoC development. The IP 

cores are centered around the common on-chip bus, and use 

a coherent method for simulation and synthesis. The library 

is vendor independent, with support for different CAD 

tools and target technologies. A unique plug&play method 

is used to configure and connect the IP cores without the 

need to modify any global resources. 

The design flow and portability enabled by the GRLIB IP 

library allows SoC designs based around the NOEL-V and 

GRLIB IP to be rapidly targeted towards different target 

technologies. The initial target for the De-RISC platform 

are Xilinx Kintex Ultrascale FPGAs. Foreseen future 

implementations also include ASIC target technologies. 

4.2   Communication interfaces and peripherals 

The MPSoC platform includes standard peripherals such as 

interrupt controllers, timer units and system UARTs. The 

peripheral unit interfaces are implemented according to 

available specifications to ensure portability between 

systems and allow for software re-use. 

The De-RISC platform supports several communication 

interfaces. The MPSoC platform is modular and the De-

RISC FPGA platform allows the number and type of 

external interfaces to be adapted to application needs.  

The primary memory interface is DDR3 SDRAM 

complemented by a strong EDAC code that can tolerate 

loss of functionality of complete external memory 

components. Boot memory is supported through a parallel 

memory interface to support existing MRAM and NOR 

Flash devices. Boot via a SPI memory interface is also 

supported. The MPSoC also has a NAND Flash interface to 

provide a large non-volatile memory storage. 

For external communication links, the platform supports 

the interface set provided by the GR740 microprocessor, 

except for parallel PCI, and extends this with interfaces that 

are today typically implemented in a companion FPGA 

next to the GR740. The communication interfaces include: 

• High-Speed Serial Link support through 

SpaceFibre controllers 

• SpaceWire communication links, connected to an 

on-chip router 

• 10/100/1000 Mbit Ethernet interfaces 

• MIL-STD-1553B 

• SPI, I2C, UARTs, GPIO 

For the accelerator subsystem, the De-RISC project does 

not currently define any specific type of accelerators and 

accelerator cores can instead be added depending on 

application needs. For future ASIC implementations, 

general purpose compute engines have been identified to 

allow for acceleration of a wide range of applications. 

5   Extended support for multicores 

Given the increasing need to deploy multicores to execute 

the most critical functionalities in space, and the stringent 

needs in terms of real-time (guaranteed) performance and 

validation means in those systems, the De-RISC hardware 

platform incorporates the following features: 

1. Time-predictable and fair access to hardware 

shared resources across cores. 
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2. Facilities for performance validation and diagnosis 

building upon extended interference-aware 

performance monitoring units (PMUs). 

Next, we review the main characteristics of both features. 

5.1   Support for time predictability 

As shown in recent work [11], resources such as shared 

cache memories, implementing fair – a priori – features, 

fail to achieve such fairness due to lack of fairness in some 

of their interference channels. For instance, space 

partitioning is usually deployed in multicore SoCs for 

critical domains, such as, for instance, the NXP T2080 SoC 

[14], increasingly considered for safety applications in the 

avionics domain. However, although cache ways can be 

allocated independently to different cores, request queues 

for cache accesses, fill buffers, miss queues, etc. are not 

partitioned, thus leading to large interference. The De-

RISC MPSoC will be designed with queues and buffers 

ensuring that, upon an access to a shared hardware 

resource, the oldest request from one core will only have to 

wait for, at most, one request from each other core to be 

served first in any queue or buffer.  

Figure 3.   Example of conventional cache partitioning (left) 

and De-RISC cache partitioning (right) 

Support for time predictability is visually illustrated with 

the example in Figure 3. As shown in the left, conventional 

partitioning only considers space partitioning for cache 

storage (i.e. data and tag arrays), but not for queues used to 

interface the cache. Instead, the De-RISC approach builds 

upon hardware mechanisms that ensure fair arbitration 

across requests from different cores. Note that the actual 

implementation of the mechanism may differ from that in 

the picture, but its timing behaviour is analogous, i.e. 

granting one request from each core in a round-robin 

fashion rather than operating in a FIFO scheme as in 

conventional designs (e.g. NXP T2080).  

5.2   Support for performance validation and 
diagnosis 

PMUs often provide information such as access counts and 

stall cycles experienced, but they generally lack any 

information on what master has caused those stall cycles, 

whether those stall cycles have been spent due to 

interference in a particular resource, and what maximum 

latencies individual requests may experience in each 

resource. This information is of prominent importance for 

timing verification and validation of critical real-time 

systems. In particular, maximum latencies allow obtaining 

empirical evidence of how much a request may be delayed 

due to interference, as needed to estimate timing bounds for 

critical tasks. On the other hand, information on where stall 

cycles are spent, and due to what master, is critically 

important to gather timing evidence during validation tests 

on whether estimated bounds have not been exceeded, i.e. 

per resource and per contender core, thus avoiding the case 

where non-broken down measurements hide specific 

overruns that may lead to deadline misses during operation. 

Also, stall cycles breakdowns allow diagnosing deadline 

overruns during operation providing precise information on 

what core and in what resource caused excessive 

interference, thus easing the process of taking corrective 

actions to avoid further overruns. Else, corrective actions 

could be simply naive, or just not being possible due to a 

failure to identify the cause of the overrun. In De-RISC, we 

implement those features in line with the proposals in [10], 

[3]. 

6   Space use case 

In order to validate the complete De-RISC platform from 

an end-user point of view, several test applications will be 

ported. 

6.1   Basic test benches and compliance tests 

The first step to assess the functionality of the processor 

core is to ensure its compliance with the ISA standard, and 

to estimate its nominal performance. 

For the former, RISC-V International maintains a set of 

compliance test suites. Running those will allow us to 

validate the correct implementation of all instructions. 

For the latter, core performance benchmarks such as 

Dhrystone or EEMBC CoreMark, while imperfect as they 

mostly measure the integer pipeline performance and do 

not consider parallelism in multicore systems nor exercise 

the memory hierarchy, remain industry standards. Their 

results will allow basic performance comparison with other 

RISC-V implementations and legacy SPARC processors. 

6.2   Compute-intensive space application 

To assess the performance of the multicore platform and 

not only one processor core, a more computation-intensive 

test application is needed. The first goal is to exercise the 

memory hierarchy with large data, deploy parallel tasks on 

several cores, and use hypervisor-based or RTOS-based 

resource management services. 

This will also allow a first evaluation of isolation 

techniques, and the validation of new safety-oriented 

monitoring resources. In particular, an early estimation of 

interference effects on interconnect and shared cache could 

be performed by having several identical memory-intensive 

tasks mapped on different cores. 

The application selected for this validation is a lossless 

multispectral image compression algorithm, standardized 
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by the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems as 

CSSDS-123 [7]. 

6.3   Representative Space system application set 

The final step of validation will involve a set of partitioned 

tasks representative of a satellite system, interacting 

through standard inter-partition communication 

mechanisms. 

The Command & Data Handling Platform [1] is inherently 

multicore, and therefore a good candidate to assess timing 

interference, the time isolation property and safety 

hardware components of the De-RISC platform ensuring 

real-time requirements from the space standard in a 

multicore context. As this application was previously used 

in the evaluation of the LEON4FT GR740 space-grade 

microprocessor and XtratuM hypervisor in the context of 

the EMC² ECSEL project, this will provide an interesting 

comparison point. 

Porting this application to the De-RISC platform will allow 

us to validate the time and space isolation support that are 

key requirements for safety and security, and to assess the 

mechanisms we propose with regards to these properties. 

7   Conclusions 

Critical space applications have increasing performance, 

safety, reliability, validation and commercial requirements. 

While some of them can be attained by adopting available 

multicore processors, so far no solution reconciles all those 

requirements in a single product.  

De-RISC is a new space platform combining fentISS 

XtratuM hypervisor and Cobham Gaisler NOEL-V MPSoC 

meeting all those requirements collaboratively. De-RISC 

builds upon the non-proprietary RISC-V ISA, and 

incorporates time predictability and validation technology 

from BSC. Moreover, De-RISC platform is closely 

supervised by Thales, a key space and avionics end user, 

which assesses the platform with a space use case. The De-

RISC platform, currently under development, is planned to 

reach commercialization in early 2022.  
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